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FCC adopts new rules to protect consumers
from SIM-swapping attacks

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has revealed new rules to shield consumers

from criminals who hijack their phone numbers in SIM swapping attacks and port-out fraud.

FCC's Privacy and Data Protection Task Force introduced the new regulations in July. They are

geared toward thwarting scammers who seek to access personal data and information by

swapping SIM cards or transferring phone numbers to different carriers without obtaining

physical control of their targets' devices.

In SIM swapping attacks, criminals trick a victim's wireless carrier into redirecting their service

to a device controlled by the fraudster. Conversely, in port-out fraud or mobile number porting

fraud, scammers transfer the victim's phone number from one service provider to another

without the owner's authorization.

Read More
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New Samsung data breach impacts UK store customers

Long Beach, California turns off IT systems after cyberattack

Bloomberg Crypto X account snafu leads to Discord phishing attack

Ransomware gang �les SEC complaint over victim’s undisclosed breach

 

#Breach Log

Toronto Public Library con�rms data stolen in ransomware attack

MySQL servers targeted by 'Ddostf' DDoS-as-a-Service botnet

Yamaha Motor con�rms ransomware attack on Philippines subsidiary

 

#Patch Time!

Microsoft �xes Windows Server VMs broken by October updates

Windows 10 to let admins control how optional updates are deployed

Exploit for CrushFTP RCE chain released, patch now
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Google shares plans for blocking third-party cookies in Chrome

Google: Hackers exploited Zimbra zero-day in attacks on govt orgs

MySQL servers targeted by 'Ddostf' DDoS-as-a-Service botnet
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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